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IMPORTANT NOTE:  
This game was designed to play with the Tales from the Loop RPG core book. Request it at your local 

game store or visit their sight, you will not be disappointed. 
http://frialigan.se/en/

Labyrinths & Lizards and the Egg or Irrgarten



Introduction 
Labyrinths & Lizards is a module I created to help my new players with transitioning from a 
fantasy hack-n-slash style to a more story building-mystery based RPG like Tales from the 
Loop. The idea came from my experiences joining an after school RPG club back in my early 
teens (in the 80s that actually was). This was around the same age an time period of Tales from 
the Loop so I felt it was a perfect idea to help introduce the players. 

In Labyrinths & Lizards, their player-characters travel to the North Street Rec Center and play a 
mini meta-RPG with an NPC named Joshua (who later became a major NPC in our campaign). 
Players will use their Tales from the Loop PCs skills to roll the dice for their meta-Characters., 
and each room is designed to help them learn and understand their STATS & SKILLS for the 
Tales from the Loop game.  

To begin, the players had to have their player-Characters create what I called meta-Characters 
for the game they were about to play. 

meta-Character Creation 
Labyrinths & Lizards feels like a Fantasy RPG, but it is an open genre where players are 
encouraged to let their imaginations go wild. These meta-Characters become the main heroes 
written in a series of young adult books that are circulating their school (Labyrinths, Lizards, & 
the Egg of Irrgarten). As we move forward, to help keep who we are talking about in order; 
Players will be called Players, their Tales from the Loop Player Characters will be called PCs or 
Player-Characters, and their Labyrinths & Lizards characters will be called MCs or meta-
Characters.  

meta-Classes 
First, they must decide on one of the 4 classes for the meta-Character. Each class has a particular 
set of skills; any dice bonuses for these classes while they play the game will be listed with the 
class in (parenthesis) under Specialty.  

Warrior-Like - Uses large, boisterous 
weapons, like battle axes or large blasters 
(using line of sight rules - see meta-Spells for 
rules); causing 5 points of damage in combat. 
Will not do any ranged combat.  
Specialty, pick one bonus: 
(+1 dice to any FORCE checks) 
-or- 
(+1 dice to any LEAD checks) 

Rogue-Like - Uses small easily hidden 
weapons, like daggers or small blasters (using 
line of sight rules - see meta-Spells for rules); 
causing 2 points damage in combat. Can 
throw weapons too (see Line-o-sight rule) for 
1 point of damage. 
Specialty, pick one bonus: 
(+1 dice to any SNEAK checks) 
-or- 
(+1 dice to any TINKER checks) 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Wizard-Like - casts spells (see meta-Spells). 
10 SpellPoints at the start of the game. If they 
run out of SpellPoints, they can fight with a 
secondary weapon, causing 1 point of damage 
in melee combat. 
Specialty, pick one bonus: 
(+1 dice to INVESTIGATE checks) 
-or- 
(+1 dice to CALCULATE checks) 

Adept-Like - fights with a missile-like 
weapon (using line of sight rules - see meta-
Spells for rules); causing 2 points of damage 
in ranged combat. 5 SpellPoints at start of the 
game 
Specialty, pick one bonus: 
(+1 dice to CHARM checks) 
-or- 
(+1 dice to MOVE checks) 

meta-Health 
All meta-Characters start the game with a health score of 10. Each time the meta-Character is 
hit within the game, subtract the damage from this score. If this count reaches zero, the meta-
Character expires (unless someone can cast the spell Rally on their next turn - see meta-Spells).  

meta-Spells 
Terms you should know: 
Line-of-Sight:  
All spells (and ranged weapons) are Line of Sight. Meaning that the meta-Character must be 
able to "see" the target for them to hit it. The Labyrinth Master has the final say if the player has 
Line-of-Sight.  
Splash:  
Splash damage is when there are targets that are close enough to the original target that they get 
caught by some residual 'splash.' The caster must also be able to see (Line-of-Sight) any of the 
other targets if any splash damage caused. If they do not, then splash damage is halved. Splash 
only affects enemies of the caster. 

If the spell does not make contact (player doesn't roll a "6" on any dice in their FORCE roll), 
then the spell fails, and NO SpellPoints are subtracted. This includes any of the healing spells, the 
target is not healed for any points (I know, hard-core). 

Each spell comes with a SpellCost, which is deducted from the meta-Characters total if the spell 
succeeds. If the meta-Character does not have enough points to cast, the spell will fizzle and only 
cause "1" damage to the intended target (or heal "1" if a healing spell). Their SpellPoints are 
reduced to zero, and they can not cast again unless they restore these points (through potions 
found in the Labyrinth).  
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Both the Wizard-like and Adept-like can cast any of the following spells from their spellbooks, 
as long as they have the SpellPoints to spend. 
   
FireBall -  
Dmg = 5 - single target. 
SpellCost: 2 
  

FrostBite -  
Dmg = 3 - Splash damage of 2 if target(s) are 
within 5 feet. 
SpellCost: 3 

LightningStrike -  
Dmg = 3 - Splash damage of 2 if target(s) are 
within 10 feet. 
SpellCost: 3 

HealAll -  
If PC rolls a "6" on a FORCE roll, all of the 
hero meta-Characters add 5 to their health 
score (cannot exceed 10 points) 
SpellCost: 5 

HealOne -  
If PC rolls a "6" on a FORCE roll, and the 
target has at least one point in their health 
score, it will fully restore one meta-
Character's health score to 10 points. 
SpellCost: 2 

Rally the Spirit -  
This will fully restore (health score 10) one 
meta-Character back from zero (or less) 
health score.  
SpellCost: ALL Remaining Points 

 

meta-Items 
Have the players create a special item they can use in the game. This item can be anything they 
like, from a family heirloom to a pet that helps them in combat. Grant them an item bonus to 
help the heroes along their way (a Staff that allows them extra SpellPoints, or a BattleAxe that 
gives them a bonus +1d6 in FORCE rolls).  

meta-Name 
Name your meta-Character and think of a short background for your meta-Character's 
introduction. It can be as simple as a single sentence, or as in-depth as you want it to be, but since 
it is only a short game, might also want to keep the background short as well. 

Their meta-Characters are ready. 

A final note about notes.  
Notes for the game master will be between {{brackets}}. The game master can share this 
information if they wish, but it's mostly game mechanics just for them. Each challenge the is tied 
to a skill type of their Tales from the Loop Player Characters. When a challenge presents itself, it 
will give a basic test and the skills associated with it. As with anything in Tales from the Loop, 
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the players only need to roll a single 6 out of all of their dice. The test will give examples of a 
{{Success}} or {{Fail}}. But fill free to improvise.  

Now let us begin. 

Deep in the Labyrinth... 
You and your friends ride your bikes up to the North Street Rec Center to meet Joshua and play 
a game of Labyrinths & Lizards, based on the popular young adult fantasy novels circulating your 
school. Joshua has written a module that he will be using at an upcoming convention in a contest, 
and he needs your help to work out some of the rooms. 

Among the sounds of squeaking sneakers and basketballs bouncing in the main gym, you make 
you way to one of the back rooms reserved for small group meetings or readings. The door opens 
and there sits Joshua, smiling up from his notes. 
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Spread before you on a hexagonal map that covers most of the table are pencils, papers, books, 
multisided polyhedral dice, and intricately painted tiny metal figures. You take your seats as 
Joshua; your Labyrinth Master gives you your character sheets. He picks up his dice and gives 
them a quick tumble across the table. He peers up from behind the TrapperKeeper, clears his 
throat, and begins;  

“You are heroes of the Labyrinth, sworn to protect its secrets from the monsters of the Nightless 
World that search for its center and the Egg of Irrgarten, the source of all magic within the 
realm. It is a dark time for the Labyrinth and now more than ever it needs heroes like you to 
protect it. Queen Sharra has sent a call for defenders of the Labyrinth to stop this latest assault.” 

Joshua pauses a moment for dramatic effect. He motions to each of you with a wave of his hand, 
as he continues. 

“You stand before the Egg of Irrgarten, a bright robin's blue oval that towers fifteen feet in the 
center of the Great Keep deep below the Labyrinths upper halls. The Egg shows the history, the 
now, and the prospect of the Labyrinth and all of its citizens as it spins and floats in the Hall of 
Heroes. High above, from an opening in the dome ceiling, a waterfall showers the egg. The water 
cascades over the egg's surface. You can see shapes, symbols, and intricate designs, changing and 
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twisting, never showing the same pattern twice. These shapes are the language of the egg, 
unknown to all except those of royal blood. Queen Sharra interprets these designs and what she 
has seen has shadowed her face with concern.  

"She turns as you approach,"  

Joshua looks at each of you as he describes the Queen.  

"Majestic and tall, Queen Sharra moves with sureness and poise. Her dress is long and flowing, 
a gossamer cloth that glitters from the candlelight around the room. Chained armor also adorns 
her frame, with scuffs and marks of war, and a long blade emblazoned with runes of magic at 
her side tells you that she is not someone with whom you should trifle. 

"As her steadfast gaze begins to make you feel uncomfortable, she begins the ageless Ritual of 
Covenant between you and the Labyrinth, a pact that binds you to the fate of the Labyrinth 
and grants you power from the Egg.   

"Speak adventurers," her tiny voice fills the room and holds your attention, "Tell the 
Labyrinth your name and be welcome.” 

{{At this time the players go around and introduce their meta-Characters. As they do, Joshua 
hands them a tiny meticulously painted metal figurine of a character from the book - the one 
they just described. The players can make up anything they like about their character, and it will 
be cannon for the fantasy books that they've are all reading. Players are encouraged to be as 
inventive as they want, not adhering to any one genre, as the books are whatever the players want 
them to be.  (i.e., “My name is Artur, a dwarf who carries a giant war hammer. He is secretly a 
clockwork prince of Thron, a far away steampunk kingdom" - or - "I am Gru-Zonker, a 
technowizard in search of the lost programs of my spell computer, stolen by Gurnock a minion of 
Dark Spurr”).  

Once all of the players have introduced their meta-Characters, Joshua continues;}} 

"The Labyrinth needs your services heroes," The Queen bows her head to you all. "Deep in 
the Southern Halls a portal has opened, and one of the Lizard Lord's commanders has begun an 
assault. We have even seen that Dark Spurr himself has set foot in the Labyrinth, for what 
reason we do not know. It is up to you to stop whatever they are planning. Go now, The Ritual 
of Covenant is sealed, and may the Egg protect you all." 
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Room 1 
 

“As you enter the Labyrinth, you hear the distinct sounds of hushed voices. You discover  that the 
CoverGuard has set up camp in an abandoned room at the bottom of a large stone staircase. It 
sounds as if there are only a few of them, but there could be more hidden deeper in the darkness 
of the room."  

"You stand ready at the top of a broad stone staircase that descends along the eastern wall. This 
chamber is one of the largest rooms you have seen in the Labyrinth. With the few wooden tables 
and chairs, it was once maybe a dining hall. Four large pillars hold up a lattice of massive 
wooden beams that make up the frame of the ceiling. Directly across from the stairs, a set of 
double doors are slightly ajar. The CoverGuard, sitting near one of the pillars on the far end of 
the room, have their backs to you. The have broken up a few chairs and have made a fire that is 
lighting up the other end of this rectangular room." 

Joshua looks up from his notes  

"You could attempt to Sneak down the stairs and past the guard, or you could cross the wooden 
beams that would drop you right beside the double doors, or you could fight your way through." 

Joshua reminds everyone the rule of this game.  

"The magic within the Labyrinth and the Ritual of Covenant dictates that one hero must choose 
the course of all. Step forward hero, how would you like to proceed?” 
 

{{This is the test of BODY: 

The Heroes must overcome the CoverGuard post by using their BODY skills. Have them discuss 
their options, but the one with the highest BODY is the most logical choice to make the roll. 
They can SNEAK by it, fight the guards using FORCE (all combat uses FORCE Skill 
throughout the module), or use MOVE to cross the wooden beams and avoid them all together. 
  
Seasoned players do not need to stick to these tests. If they come up with other ideas (try to use 
CHARM for example), then let them. Have them play it out and see where it might lead. That is 
the magic of role-playing. 
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{{SNEAK}} 
{{SNEAK is defined by the Tales from the Loop Rulebook as the ability to hide and sneak 
around.}} 

{{Success:}}  
"Slowly you guide the heroes down the stairs, inching towards the doors. As you reach the 
bottom, you are startled by the sound of one of the guards calling out, 'Hey!' but it was quickly 
followed by 'Where is the Swamp Mead. I'm thirsty!' As quiet as whispers, you all slip through 
the doors. 

{{Fail:}} 
"Slowly you guide the heroes to the bottom of the stairs, inching towards the double doors. Just as 
you reach the bottom, your heart sinks as you hear one of the CoverGuard call out' "Hey!" You 
turn to see the guard stand and draw his weapon. Two more CoverGuard slip out of the 
shadows. You are now in combat and will need to fight your way through.  

{{Go to FORCE pg 10}}  
 
 {{FORCE}} 
{{FORCE is defined by the Tales from the Loop Rulebook as 
the ability to lift heavy things, fight, and endure in physically 
stressful situations.}} 
 
{{To simulate combat in this meta-RPG, players will use their 
PCs FORCE skill for their rolls, adding any extra dice the 
game master deems adequate. Have the players choose who 
they are going to fight, roll their FORCE skill and if they get 
any successes they hit, causing the damage listed for their 
meta-Class or Spell.}}     

{{Success: once all of the CoverGuard are gone.}}  
"Congratulations Heroes, you have defeated your enemies. 
You may plunder through their items for anything useful if 
you wish.  
**See Plunder Chart pg 17. 

{{Fail: if all of the Heroes are gone}} 
"The Labyrinth has lost some heroes today. Its denizens 
will sing your praises and write of your adventures, 
perhaps inspiring new heroes to pick up where you left off. 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{{MOVE}} 
{{MOVE is defined by the Tales from the Loop Rulebook as the ability to climb high, balance, 
and run fast. }} 

{{Success:}}  
“As quiet as mice, you climb onto the rafters and cross the room. Below you overhear the 
CoverGuard say that Commander High-Gull is in the next room and that there could be a spy 
in his group.  

{{Fail:}} 
“You begin to move onto the rafters, and a loose board clatters to the floor. The CoverGuard are 
alerted to your presence.  

{{Go to FORCE pg 10}}  
 

Room 2 
“The long hall beyond the double doors opens to a circular room at the midway point before 
continuing to a large door on the opposite end of the hall. It is mostly dark, but a fire lights over 
the lip of a pit in the center of the chamber’s center. Shadows dance and flicker up towards a 
dome some thirty feet above the pit. You can see the outline of several robed figures standing 
stark against the firelight. Another CoverGuard post.  

"One among them, hissing orders and looking sullen, you recognize as Commander High-Gull a 
resentful lackey of Dark Spurr. You know he is a honor-bound warrior, but you have also heard 
rumors that he is always looking for a way to topple the Lizard Lord and take the Nightless 
World for his own. Hanging around his neck is a large bronze key twinkling in the firelight. 
Most likely to the large, presumably locked door on the opposite end of the room.  

"You also notice that one of the CoverGuard, standing further away from the light, looks 
slightly out of place. He keeps looking around, and you can also make out the outline of a small 
crossbow under their robe.  

"Although the hall and room are large, you know you can’t sneak your way past them, the 
CoverGuard are too spread out.  

“Here you can attempt to appeal to Commander High-Gull and convince him that it is in his 
interest to let you pass, measure up the suspicious looking CoverGuard, or charge into battle 
against overwhelming odds. Once again, an obstacle is before you. Step forward hero, what 
would you like to do?” 
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{{This is the test of HEART: 

The Heroes must overcome Commander High-Gull before they can move forward. They can try 
to use CONTACT and have one of the CoverGuard be an agent they know. This agent will then 
follow the PCs as an NPC helping with combat (see section meta-NPCs - Bob). They can 
attempt to CHARM Commander High-Gull, in which he will let the heroes pass. Or they can 
step up and LEAD their team into battle, giving the PCs a bonus on all combat in this room 
(+1D for every success) (using FORCE rules found in room 1). 

Note: If they didn't take out the CoverGuard in the first room, any fighting would alert those 
CoverGuard at the beginning of round 2, and they will join at the beginning of round 3. 
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{{CONTACT}} 
{{CONTACT is defined by the Tales from the Loop Rulebook as the ability to know the right 
person.}} 
 
{{Success:}}  

“As the suspicious CoverGuard moves, the firelight catches his features, and you see that he is not 
a Nightfolk, but a Stone Elf and an ally of the Labyrinth. You make yourself known to him. He 
offers to help you fight your way through the outpost.” 

{{Go to FORCE pg 10 - See Bob in meta-NPCs for stats}} 
{{Fail:}} 

“As the suspicious CoverGuard moves, the firelight catches his features, and you see that he is not 
a Nightfolk, but a Stone Elf and an ally of the Labyrinth. As you try to make yourself known to 
him, Commander High-Gull unmasks him as a spy. Everyone draws their weapons and attack! 

{{Go to FORCE pg 10 - See Bob in meta-NPCs for stats}} 
{{CHARM}} 
{{CHARM is defined by the Tales from the Loop Rulebook as the ability to charm, lie, 
befriend, and manipulate.}}  

{{Success:}}  
“Betting that Commander High-Gull's hatred of Dark Spurr is greater than his willingness to 
fight, you approach the camp and make an offer to pass without conflict. He listens and with a 
smirk, agrees. He and his men leave and return to the Nightless World.  

{{Fail:}} 
“Betting that Commander High-Gull's hatred of Dark Spurr is greater than his willingness to 
fight, you approach the camp and make an offer to pass without conflict. He is insulted that you 
would think that he would betray the Lizard Lord. He may hate him, but he is a loyal subject of 
the Nightless World. He draws his blade and attacks. 

{{Go to FORCE pg 10 - NPCs at end of Module for stats}}  
{{LEAD}} 
{{LEAD is defined by the Tales from the Loop Rulebook as the ability to make others work 
well together and to help them when they are scared, sad or confused.}} 

{{Success:}}  
“The numbers of CoverGuard are many, but you rally the team and fill them with the hope that 
no matter the odds, they will succeed. Everyone gets +1D for every success the player rolls in 
LEAD for this Room.”  

{{Fail:}} 
“The number of CoverGuard are many, and as you try to rally the team, you are found out. 
"Enemies," a CoverGuard hisses. "Get them!" 

{{Go to FORCE pg 10 - NPCs at end of Module for stats}}   
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Room 3 
“The hall opens up to a chamber lit by torches. Symbols and Pictographs line the walls and 
ceiling. In its center, a large sarcophagus adorned in ancient glyphs of power emits an eery hum. 
Surrounding the sarcophagi are more CoverGuards and more significant purpled robe figure 
that has to be Dark Spurr. Before you have a chance to do anything, he turns to face you, lets out 
a long hisssssss, fitting of the Lizard Lord. 
"No! We are sssssso clossssssse! GET THHHHEM!" 

A long, clawed finger points at you as he yells for his minions to attack.”  

{{Use FORCE rules from Room 1 for combat - see NPCs at end of Module for stats}} 

{{Once the battle is complete}} 
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“Well done heroes, Dark Spurr has been 
defeated. But instead of joyous triumph, a 
feeling of dread washes over you all. 
Something isn’t right, and it is up to one hero 
to identify the reason.  

“You can investigate the area for any clues. Or 
you can Empathize with the Lizard Lord to 
try and understand his purpose in this 
chamber. Or you can try to comprehend by 
from past knowledge what the looming danger 
could be. Step forward hero, discover the 
truth.” 

 

{{This is the test of the MIND: 
The Heroes have found the Lizard Lord Dark Spurr and must uncover their evil plan. They can 
INVESTIGATE the area, finding metal parts near the sarcophagi. They can COMPREHEND 
and know what a Harness Engine is and recognizing it hidden in the sarcophagi. Or they can 
EMPATHIZE with the Lizard Lord to understand their real purpose.}} 

{{INVESTIGATE}} 
{{INVESTIGATE is defined by the Tales from the Loop Rulebook as the ability to find hidden 
objects and understand clues.}} 
  
{{Success}} 

“You find strange metal shapes lying on the floor near the sarcophagus. They seem to be parts of a 
machine of some kind, but you do not see a  machine in the room.  {{Go to COMPREHEND}} 

{{Fail}} 
You find some strange metal shapes lying in the dust on the floor.  
{{Go to COMPREHEND}} 
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{{EMPATHIZE}} 
{{EMPATHIZE is defined by the Tales from the Loop Rulebook as the ability to understand 
what makes a person, an animal or any conscious thing tick, and how to find its weak spot.}}  

{{Success}} 
“At first, you think that the sarcophagus is the resting place of the sorcerous Pyona, once a great 
Queen of the Nightless World. You first think that maybe Dark Spurr was just paying his 
respects, but then you realize that he would use this somehow to his advantage. {{Go to 
INVESTIGATE}} 

{{Fail}} 
You realize that the sarcophagus is the resting place of the sorcerous Pyona, once a great Queen of 
the Nightless World. Perhaps Dark Spurr was just paying his respects. You do, however, hear a 
strange sound. Tick... Tick... Tick… {{Go to INVESTIGATE}}  

{{COMPREHEND}} 
{{COMPREHEND is defined by the Tales from the Loop Rulebook as the ability to have the 
right piece of information or to be able to find it at the library.  

{{Success}} 
There is a seam up the side of the sarcophagus that leads to a loose stone. When you push it, a 
door opens, revealing a clockwork device made of wood and metal shapes like the ones on the 
floor. It ticks and clicks and whirrs in a menagerie of mechanical tones. On one side, a clock with 
a single hand slowly ticks backward. 100… 99… 98…  
{{Go to NEXT CHALLENGE}} 

{{Fail}} 
There is a rumble, and the stone lid of the sarcophagus disintegrates away, revealing a clockwork 
device made of wood and metal shapes like the ones on the floor. It ticks and clicks and whirrs in 
a menagerie of mechanical tones. On one side, a clock with a single hand slowly ticks backward. 
100… 99… 98…  
{{Go to NEXT CHALLENGE}} 
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NEXT CHALLENGE 

“The machine, the dreaded Harness Engine is counting down! If it reaches zero, it will start 
and begin to rip its way through the Labyrinth in relentless and destructive search for the Egg 
of Irrgarten. You must find a way to stop it. But how? Still bound by the Ritual of Covenant, 
only one hero can act for all. 

“You can attempt to use the spare parts on the floor to help create a device to stop the engine, or 
you could try and tinker with the engine directly. Anyone can help the hero by attempting to 
study the Nightless World's technology. Maybe there is an "off " switch? 

{{This is the test of TECH:  
The Heroes must solve the Harness Engine or shut it down. They can BUILD a tool from the 
spare parts on the floor to stop it, or they can TINKER with the Engine itself to break it. Any 
player can use CALCULATE before the one hero rolls, to help understand the Nightless 
World's tech and grant them extra dice. 

{{CALCULATE}} 
{{CALCULATE is defined by the Tales from the Loop Rulebook as the ability to understand 
machines and other things.}} 

{{Success}} 
At first, the technology looks outlandish, but soon you devise what makes it run. Sharing this 
knowledge with the group helps the hero for their test to come. {{additional D6 for each 
success the player(s) roll}} 

{{Fail}} 
At first, the technology looks outlandish. You stare at the cogs and whirring bits of metal; soon 
your head is pounding, and you can't think anymore. This technology is beyond your 
understanding. You gain no insight into how it works. {{no additional D6 is awarded}} 

{{BUILD}} 
{{BUILD is defined by the Tales from the Loop Rulebook as the ability to create machines, 
computer programs, and other items.}} 

{{Success}} 
You stare at the cogs and bits of metal and wood on the floor. Your mind is racing as the clock on 
the machine counts down. Suddenly everything falls into place. You grab pieces and quickly 
makeshift a small clockwork bot. You wind it up and set it on the surface of the machine. It 
shudders and spits, but soon it crawls inside with a pleasant sounding hum. There is a snap, then 
a crack and two springs fly out of the machine and bounce across the room. The clock stops with a 
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jerk, and the engine seems to sigh as it winds down. Out pops the tiny clockwork bot with a 
large wing-nut in its grasp. A smug satisfaction shines across its face as the Harness Engine 
falls to pieces. 

{{Fail}}  
You look around at the pieces on the floor, your mind racing as what you could make to help. But 
nothing is coming to mind, and that incessant ticking is just too much to bear. You pick up a club 
sized gear and face the Harness Engine. You can try to TINKER with it, or just start smashing 
(FORCE - see Smashing the Harness Engine). What do you want to do? 

{{TINKER}} 
{{TINKER is defined by the Tales from the Loop Rulebook as the ability to break, use or jury-
rig things.}}  

{{Success}}  
You pry open a cover on the side of the Engine. The cogs and gears spin and whir, racks 
and wheels grind together and sounding like a locomotive. Just inside the opening, you 
see three wires, one you know is a grounding wire. You pull it and instinctively shove it 
into the nearest flywheel. There is a snap, then a crack and two springs fly out of the 
machine and bounce across the room. The clock stops with a jerk, and the engine seems 
to sigh as it winds down. The Harness Engine falls to pieces.  
{{Go to ONCE IT IS ALL OVER}} 

{{Fail}} 
You pry open the cover on the side of the Engine. The cogs and gears spin and whir, 
racks and wheels grind together, sounding like a locomotive. This chaos is beyond your 
abilities. You think you could pull some wires, but you don't know which ones, and if 
you're wrong, it could make it worse. So instead you decide to smash the Harness 
Engine!  
{{Go to SMASHING THE HARNESS ENGINE}}  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Smashing the Harness Engine 

{{The players have tried to BUILD or TINKER (or both) and have failed their rolls. Their only 
option now is to smash the engine in hopes it will stop the clock. Smashing is a group effort. 
Have all the players roll a FORCE check. They will need to get at least six (6) successes for the 
destruction of the Engine. However, they can get half that (3), and still destroy the Engine, but 
have a consequence (game masters choice - maybe more CoverGuard show up, maybe 
Commander High-Gull has a change of heart, etc.).  

If they succeed, go to ONCE IT IS ALL OVER. 
If the players still don't destroy the Engine (bad rolls can happen), then have the Engine just fall 
apart. The module ends with the Engine's destruction.}} 

 
Once it is all over 

Joshua sits back in his chair satisfied with the module and has made plenty of notes for 
improvements before the convention. He reads out loud from his notes; 

“The Harness Engine lies shattered on the floor at your feet. Well done heroes. You return to the 
Queen with the news of Dark Spurr’s defeat and the Harness Engine’s destruction. They will 
hold a feast tonight in your honor, and the Labyrinth will sing your praises for years to come.”   

End of the game 
We incorporated the NPC Joshua and the 
Labyrinth & Lizards game into our 
campaign (Ghost in the Graveyard - 
lostandforgottenworlds.com podcast). 
We had Joshua give the players each 
an item that could be used as an 
Iconic Item or just an item that 
the players can remember 
their day defending the 
Labyrinth. 

We used the items as an instant success for 
any roll, but the players would lose the 

item afterward. It is up to you and your 
players on how you would like to use 
these items. Below is a list of some 
examples of items to give your group. 

•Lead Hero figure  
•A Polyhedral dice 

•Their Character sheet 
•Dice Bag 
•Joshua's four color pen 
•Jr. Fireman’s badge 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Plunder Chart 
 
{{Roll a D6 for every enemy defeated and 
consult the table below}} 

1 = 1D6 Coins 

2 = A well crafted weapon. This weapon 
deals an additional +2 damage to your 
enemies.  

3 = Healing Potion (restores Health 
Points to 10 if not at zero). Gold and 
green ichor fills the body with warmth 
and vitality. Can only be used once, then it 
is gone. 

4 = Device from the Nightless World. 
This device can help the players by adding 
a bonus dice to one roll. Afterwards the 
device falls apart or poofs in a puff of 
smoke. The players can decide what the 
device looks like.  

5 = S pe l lPo int Pot ion ( re s tores 
SpellPoints to full). A Red potion with 
black freckles, this position feels like fire 
going down, but soon your inner powers 
begin to feel restored. Can only be used 
once, then it is gone. 

6 = Magic Item (granting +1D6 bonus 
dice. Player can choose what it is, and 
what Skill it helps in the meta-RPG) 
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meta-NPCs 
All NPCs use the number of dice equaled to their Base Dice plus any additional dice granted by 
items. 
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CoverGuard 
Base Dice: 1 
Fight with swords, spears, or bows (Line-of-Sight rules)  
Dmg: 2 
Health Points: 3 
Items: roll Plunder Chart pg20

Commander High-Gull 
Base Dice: 3 

Fights with a Broad Sword called Ophidian  
(+1D6 to FORCE attacks). Dmg: 3 

Health Points: 8 
Items: Bronze Key (doesn’t open anything in this game)  

Lizard Lord Dark Spurr 
Base Dice: 5 
Fights with a Staff that looks like a hooded cobra. On a 
successful hit, roll 1D6. On a success (6) the target is 
poisoned (-1 HealthPoints per round until healed). Dmg: 3 
Health Points: 12 
SpellPoints: 10 
Items: 2 Health Potions

Bob 
Base Dice: 4 

Bob is a Stone Elf sent by Queen Sharra on a mission to learn what 
he can about Commander High-Gull. He is Warrior-Like and fights 

with a crossbow and can attack twice in a single round. Dmg: 2 
Health Points: 8 

Items: Crest Ring (+1D6 to SNEAK rolls) 
1D6 Coins



Prerolled meta-Characters 
 
Below are the meta-Characters that were made the heroes of the Labyrinth in our game. Feel 
free to use them for your group. 

 

Lolinda 
Skilled hunter from Byron, a nearby village in the Labyrinth. She 
catches rabbits in the forests of the Labyrinth by using her trained 
owls.  
Meta-Class: Warrior-like 
Items: Uses her father's Silver Sword (gives +1D6 in FORCE).  
 

MoonDaze 
Wannabe Wizard, that is not as talented in magic as he wants to be, 

but has a lot of heart.  
Meta-Class: Adept-like  

Items: Uses a knife left to him by his uncle, The Amazing 
TreeDawn, a great Wizard (granting additional  

five SpellPoints for a total of 10). 

Capt. Cheese 
Originally a pirate, but now is a privateer mouse who hunts 
down pirates on the waterways throughout the Labyrinth.  
Meta-Class: Rogue-like  
Item: Uses a scimitar called Whistler and cape in battle.  

Thrizz 
A purple skinned wizard, she 

searches for her past stolen from her  
by a minion of the Lizard Lord.  

Meta-Class: Wizard-like  
Items: Uses her Ring-of-Sorrows to cast her spells (granting her 

an additional five extra SpellPoints for a total of 15).  
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And thank YOU. If you have read this far then I know it has been all worth it. 
Lets keep those dice rolling!  

- C Wilson Trull
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